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4NEXT GENERATION ATOM CHIP

In this chapter the design of our atom chip based on patterned permanent mag-
netic materials is presented. ¿e permanent magnetic layer allows the creation of
lattices of hundreds of optically resolvable traps. We �rst describe the design of
the magnetic structures in section 4.1. We will in particular discuss a systematic
approach to optimize the magnetic pattern for various trap geometries. ¿e im-
plementation of this design using optical lithography is discussed in section 4.2.
In addition to this permanent magnetic layer our atom chip contains a second
layer on which current-carrying wires are de�ned which are important in loading
the permanent magnetic lattices. In section 4.3 we describe this layer as well as
further auxilliary components of our chip design.

Part of this chapter closely follow the description given in Permanent Magnetic Lattices for Atom Trapping and
Imaging on the Micro-scale, V. Leung, Atreju Tauschinsky et. al, in preparation
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38 next generation atom chip

4.1 LATTICE DESIGN

Permanent magnetic lattice atom chips have been in use in Amsterdam since before 2004,
based �rst on in-plane magnetised materials [82–84], and later also employing out-of-plane
designs [85]. In particular, thin FePt �lms magnetised out of plane were used to generate
lattices of Io�e-Pritchard type microtraps [86, 87]. Using these atom chips it was possible to
trap up to 1000 atoms per trap in hundreds of traps spaced by approximately 22 µm and 36 µm
respectively in an oblique lattice. In designing a new magnetic lattice atom chip as successor to
these experiments several targets were identi�ed in which signi�cant improvements to prior
designs should be made:

scale: ¿emain goal of developing a new atom chip was scaling down the linear dimensions
of the lattice, in order to reach a regime in which strong Rydberg-Rydberg interactions
between di�erent trap-sites would be possible. A trap period of 5 µm was targeted.

geometry: Di�erent lattice geometries, such as square, hexagonal or Kagome lattices were to
be investigated. To facilitate equal Rydberg interactions along two axes it was important
to have a true square geometry, rather than the parallelogram-like pattern used in earlier
works. Furthermore there was interest in arranging di�erent geometries next to each
other along a common boundary to investigate transitions from one geometry to a
di�erent one.

tapers: In addition, the possibility of adding tapers to the lattice was to be investigated.
¿ese tapers would be regions in which the period would gradually be decreased; atoms
could be loaded at a large lattice period and shi ed to a smaller period by rotations of
the external bias �eld.

To reach the design targets discussed above a linear programming algorithm was used to
determine the optimal magnetisation pattern [88]. ¿is method, as well as the resulting patterns
and the �nal implementation of the lattices will be discussed below.

4.1 . 1 MAGNETIC TRAPPING

In a weak magnetic �eld, (i.e. as long as spin-orbit coupling is not disrupted), atoms in a
well-de�ned Zeeman-substate mF experience an energy shi of

U = −µ ⋅ B(r) = mF gF µB ∣B(r)∣ (4.1)

¿is assumes that the atom moves through the magnetic �eld B(r) = ∣B(r)∣ su�ciently slowly
for the spin to follow the local direction of the magnetic �eld adiabatically; the magnetic
quantum number mF is then a conserved quantity. ¿e force on an atom due to this potential
energy can be written as F = −∇U such that if one can arrange for the magnetic �eld to have a
minimum at a given point in space, and prepares the atom in a low-�eld seeking statemF gF > 0
the atom will be trapped in this region of space. Clearly, one can only hope to trap the atom if
its energy does not exceed the energy necessary to escape the trap. ¿is energy is characterised
by the trap depth, the energy di�erence between the potential at the bottom of the trap and
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the energy of a particle at in�nity. In addition to the trap depth, important parameters are
the trap frequencies at which the atom moves back and forth around the potential minimum.
¿ese can in general be di�erent for all axes of a coordinate system. Here we typically have
(almost) cylindrical symmetry, such that the trap frequencies can be grouped into an axial trap
frequency ω∥ and a radial trap frequency ω⊥. Furthermore the trap frequencies only provide an
accurate description of the dynamics as long as the potential is well approximated by a parabola.
¿e remainder of this section will be concerned with constructing (arrays of) traps based on

such minima of the magnetic �eld.

4.1 .2 z-WIRE TRAPS

In our lattice atoms are trapped in magnetic �eld minima created by essentially Io�e-Pritchard
type traps [89, 90]. It is therefore useful to brie�y discuss the properties of this kind of magnetic
trap. In particular, we will focus on z-wire type atom-chip traps [91, 92], both because they
are relevant in an earlier stage of the experiment, and because their basic principles closely
resemble those of the microtrap arrays.
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Figure 4.1:Magnetic �eld generated by a wire perpendicular to the page and a homogeneous bias �eld
along the y-axis. ¿e upper part of the �gure shows the magnitude of the magnetic �eld as a
function of z, while the lower part shows both the amplitude and direction of the �eld as a
function of the coordinates z and y with the position of the wire indicated at the center. Dark
colors indicate low absolute value of the �eld, light colors indicate high �elds.

Even before turning to a z-wire trap, it is illuminating to consider amagnetic guide, formed by
a single wire and a bias �eld applied perpendicular to the direction of the wire. ¿is combination
results in a line of magnetic-�eld zeros, at that height above the wire where the �eld due to the
wire has the same magnitude as the bias �eld. ¿ey are located in a plane containing the wire
and perpendicular to the bias �eld. ¿is situation is depicted in Figure 4.1. ¿e upper part of
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the �gure shows the absolute magnitude of the magnetic �eld as a function of distance from
the wire along the z-axis, while the lower part shows both the magnitude and direction of the
�eld as a function of two coordinates y and z. Here the wire is perpendicular to the page as
indicated in the �gure and the bias �eld is applied along the y-axis.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the geometry of an atom chip z-wire trap. ¿e wire lies in the x-y-plane with
the middle part oriented along x. ¿e bias �eld is pointing in the positive y-direction as
indicated. ¿e relevant length-scales for Equation 4.4 are also shown in the �gure.

While this is su�cient to form a waveguide for atoms, it will su�er from Majorana losses
due to the true �eld zero at the trap center. It is possible to turn this waveguide into a three-
dimensional trap and at the same time li the �eld zeros at the trap center by bending the ends
of the wire into a z-shape as indicated in Figure 4.2.
We determine the �eld of such a z-wire assuming a �nite width and length for the middle

section, but in�nitely thin lead wires with semi-in�nite length. ¿e expression of the magnetic
�eld due to a semi-in�nite, thin wire is well known, and for our geometry reads
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with r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 as usual.

We thus only need to calculate the magnetic �eld of a ‘slab’ of current-carrying wire of length
2a and width 2b. Integrating the Biot-Savart law for such a slab we �nd
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where in the second equality we used the fact that the z′-integration can trivially be carried
out due to the assumption of an in�nitely thin slab, and that the current density in this part of
the wire only has a component in the x-direction, Idz′ = 1/2b (I, 0, 0). ¿is integration can be
carried out analytically, and we �nd

Bslab (x , y, z) =
µ0

4π
I

2b
[f (x + a, y + b, z) − f (x − a, y + b, z)

− f (x + a, y − b, z) + f (x − a, y − b, z) ] (4.4)
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¿e total �eld of the z-wire is then a simple combination of (4.2) and (4.4), i.e.

B (x , y, z) = Blead (x − a, y, z) + Blead (x + a,−y, z) + Bslab (x , y, z) (4.6)

¿emiddle part of this wire acts in essence just like the in�nitely long, thin wire discussed
above, and the �eld produced by thismiddle part can again be o�set by an external homogeneous
bias �eld in the y-direction. However, in this geometry the ends are capped by the legs of the
z-wire, generating �eld components in the x-z plane growing from the middle point of the
z-wire trap towards the legs. ¿ese components can never be o�set by the homogeneous bias
�eld having components only along the y-axis. ¿erefore the �eld is �nite even in the trap
minimum with the main �eld component at this position pointing in the x-direction. ¿is �eld
at the trap minimum is called the Io�e �eld.
¿e resulting equipotential surfaces of such a wire geometry can be seen in Figure 4.3. ¿e

cigar-shaped trap of the innermost surface is clearly visible, as well as the potential of the z-wire
‘legs’ for the outermost surface. In the intermediate region the equipotential surfaces have a
somewhat more involved shape.

4.1 .3 PATTERN OPTIMISATION METHOD

Based on the insight into magnetic z-wire traps gained in the previous part we can now consider
making a lattice of microtraps. As a �rst attempt one might be inclined to simply combine many
z-wire like structures into a stair-case like pattern, and this is indeed similar to the patterns used
in earlier works [86, 87]. Unlike the discussion above which revolves around current-carrying
wires, these structures were made using a permanent magnetic material magnetised out-of-
plane. ¿is is however equivalent to a magnetisation current along the edge of the magnetic
material, making the above considerations directly applicable¹.

¹¿emagnetisation current is given by Imag = d ⋅M where d is the thickness of the �lm andM is the magnetisation.
In our case the magnetisation is 670 kAm−1 , and for a thickness of 200 nm we �nd an edge current of 134mA.
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Figure 4.3: Equipotential surfaces for a z-wire located in the x-y-plane at z = 0. ¿e legs of the wire
are taken to be separated by 2a = 4mm and the width of the wire is 2b = 0.5mm. Here the
current is 10 A and the bias �eld is 50G pointing in the y-direction. Equipotential surfaces
for 7, 15, 30, 50 and 60G are shown, where those of 15 and 30G have been cut to allow the
inner surfaces to be visible.

We can improve themethod of designing suitable patterns beyond a trial-and-error approach.
A natural parametrisation of the problem is to discretise the surface into individual pixels α,
each of which may be either magnetised or not. ¿e total potential Ψ(r) can now be expressed
as a sum of the potential due to each pixel,

Ψ(r)∝∑
α

mαΨα(r) (4.7)

where mα is the scaled magnetisation of each pixel and Ψα is the scalar potential due to that
pixel. ¿is potential is well approximated by a point dipole with strength ImagAwhere A is the
area of the pixel for simple, �at pixels. In more complex settings one can also use a Green’s
function approach to determine the potential due to each pixel, but this proves to be not
necessary in our case.
¿e question is then which of these domains should be magnetised in order to �nd the

desired magnetic potential above the surface. ¿e solution will only be outlined here, and is
discussed in more detail in [88], using an algorithm �rst proposed in [93]. ¿e outline given
here follows the discussion of [88], and more details on the procedure can be found in that
reference.
We �rst note that the magnetic �eld B outside the chip can be described as the gradient of a

scalar potential, B(r) = −∇Ψ(r). We can then write a series expansion of this potential for
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each point in space ℓ at which a potential minimum should be located:
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where all summations are over x , y, z. Here u(ℓ), v(ℓ), and w(ℓ) specify the magnetic �eld,
�eld gradient and �eld curvature at location ℓ. ¿ese need to ful�ll certain requirements
due to the divergence and curl of the magnetic �eld being zero in vacuum. We can specify
further constraints on v(ℓ) in order to make e.g. a Io�e-Pritchard like trap at each position ℓ.
In particular one requirement for such a trap is that the determinant of v is zero at the trap
position [79, 94].
E�cient numerical methods using interior-point algorithms exist for determining the value

ofmα for each pixel α such that the conditions speci�ed for u(ℓ), v(ℓ), andw(ℓ) are met, as long
as the magnetisation can be treated as a continuous (but bounded) variable. ¿is is in contrast
to our initial approach of dividing the surface into patches of either full magnetisation or no
magnetisation. Fortunately it turns out that the number of pixels of intermediate magnetisation
is limited, and that they always come to lie at the edge of larger patches of full magnetisation.
¿erefore such pixels can safely be cast to have either full magnetisation or none.
¿is method can also be used to determine in�nite periodic lattices. In this case one per-

formes the above calculations in Fourier space, with pixels covering a single unit cell. ¿e linear
constraints in Equation 4.8 are then de�ned for the Fourier transforms of the matrix mα .
To determine our optimised magnetic structures we made use of an existing open-source

package for Mathematica [95] which implements the procedure brie�y outline above. Using
this package we could specify appropriate boundary conditions for either square or hexagonal
lattices with equal barriers in all directions and optimize for highest trap depth and frequencies.
¿e resulting patterns for these lattice geometries are discussed below.

4.1 .4 RESULTING PATTERNS

Based on the algorithm brie�y outlined above a square and a hexagonal magnetic lattice were
developed. ¿emagnetisation patterns for both lattices are shown in Figure 4.4 and the resulting
magnetic potential at the trap height in Figure 4.5. ¿e locally z-wire like structure of the pattern
can clearly be seen in Figure 4.4 for both geometries. A number of important parameters for
these traps are listed in Table 4.1.
¿e square lattice has a maximum trap depth of 5.9G and exactly symmetric barriers (see

Figure 4.5) for the bias �eld chosen in Table 4.1. ¿e direction of the Io�e and bias �elds is
also indicated in Figure 4.4. ¿e direction of the Io�e �eld is the same as for a macroscopic
z-wire with the middle part oriented along the x-axis. Furthermore the manifold det(v) = 0
extends to any height above the trap position. ¿ese two properties should make loading from
a macroscopic z-wire trap possible.
For the hexagonal lattice it is not possible to align the Io�e axis with that of the same z-wire

trap as for the square section, have symmetric barriers and also join the square and hexagonal
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Figure 4.4:Magnetisation patterns for square (le ) and hexagonal magnetic lattices with period 10 µm.
¿e grey, shaded area signi�es magnetic material. Final trap-positions are indicated by red
squares. In the case of the hexagonal lattice the position which is initially to be loaded from
the underlying z-wire is di�erent from the �nal trap position with equal barrier heights(due to
the alignment of the Io�e- and bias �elds), and is indicated by a red dot (see text). Red arrows
show bias �elds and green arrows Io�e �elds to make a trap at the appropriate positions. Blue
lines show manifolds where traps can be formed by appropriate choice of bias �elds, as along
those lines det(v) = 0. Orange dots indicate the experimentally loaded positions discussed in
chapter 8. ¿e unit cell of the lattice pattern is shown by the dashed black lines in each �gure.

lattices along a common boundary at the same time. ¿erefore a di�erent position for loading
and �nal trapping with symmetric barriers was chosen. ¿e round marker in Figures 4.4
indicates the position of the initially loaded trap, again with the Io�e and bias �elds indicated
by green and red arrows respectively. ¿is trap, like the trap in the square lattice geometry, has
a Io�e axis in the same direction as that of a macroscopic z-wire trap to facilitate loading. It has
a trap depth of 5.4G.
¿e trap indicated by a red square in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 in the same manner as before

possesses almost symmetric barriers in all directions. ¿e potential surface shown in Figure 4.5
is for this symmetric trap position rather than for the loading position. It can be loaded from
the trap at the center of the �gure by an appropriate rotation of the bias �eld and has a trap
depth of 3.7G.
¿e shaded red areas in Figure 4.8 give an indication of the overall arrangement of lattice

sections. Each chip contains two identical regions, the region located above the center of
the z-wire intended as the main experimental lattice, and the region located at an o�set of
approximately 3mm intended as a backup. Each region consists of two sections of approximately
2 × 4mm2 each, patterned with the square and hexagonal trap geometry respectively. ¿e
di�erent geometries are joined along a line 38° from horizontal, in order to align the Io�e axis
of the microtraps with that of the underlying z-wire structure.
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Figure 4.5:Magnetic lattice potential for square (le ) and hexagonal lattices with period 10 µm, shown
at a �xed height h=5 µm above the surface. Dark colors signify low �elds, bright colors high
�elds. Red symbols and blue lines as in Figure 4.4. ¿e hexagonal potential has been shi ed
compared to Figure 4.4 to center on the symmetric trap site. ¿e appropriate symmetries for
square and hexagonal lattices can clearly be seen in the �eld minima.

Trap Io�e Field Bias Field Trap Frequencies

Square −(13, −0.9, 0.1)G −(14, 13, −0.09)G (31, 30, 11) kHz
Hexagonala −(8.9, 0.6, −0.09)G −(8.1, 12, 0.09)G (34, 34, 2.8) kHz
Hexagonalb −(1.6, 3.0, 0.03)G (−7.0, 0.01, 0.29)G (32, 30, 10) kHz
a Loading
b Symmetric Barriers

Table 4.1: Trap parameters for our magnetic lattice design with the parameters for the
magnetic material given in the text.

4.2 CHIP FABRICATION

We will now turn to discussing the physical implementation of the lattice patterns described
above. ¿e atom chip is based on a 3′′ silicon wafer substrate of 330 µm thickness, which is
covered by a 200 nm FePt �lm supplied by Hitachi Research San Jose. ¿e grain size of the �lm
is 40 nm, setting the current limit to the resolution with which structures can be etched. For
the actual chip this substrate is cut into a rectangle of approximately 15 × 20mm. Previous,
similar designs of a magnetic lattice atom chip are discussed in [87].
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Process Stage Target Values Obtained Values

Chip Size 26.1 × 21.1mm2 26.1 × 21.1mm2

SU8¿ickness 1 µm ± 350 nm 1 µm

SU8 Planarisation ≤ 175 nm Flatness < 9 nm,
RMS=1.714 nma

Gold �lm 100 nm ± 20 nm 90 nm
Silicon Oxide 25 nm ± 20 nm 25 nm
Mask Critical Dimension 1.53 µmb 1.70 µm
a AFM scan length: 20 µm
b post lithography ± 150 nm, post etching ±200 nm

Table 4.2: Table of parameters for various layers in the atom chip, listing both design targets and achieved
values based on the fabrication report of the Ben Gurion facility.

4.2 . 1 PATTERN ETCHING

¿e FePt surface was patterned using optical lithography at the fabrication facility of Ben-
Gurion University of the Negev, Israel. Initially, a layer of 1 µm of silicon oxide was deposited
onto the FePt, followed by 2.8 µm of photo-resist spun onto this surface in preparation for
photo-lithographic exposure. ¿e silicon oxide was subsequently etched with plasma etching
and the photo-resist removed by wet etching. Using the silicon oxide as a mask, the FePt
was then plasma-etched to complete the pattern transfer to the substrate. As the chip surface
also acts as a mirror for the MOT and – more importantly – imaging beams, optical �atness
is desirable to reduce the formation of interference fringes resulting from light re�ecting o�
the etched and non-etched parts of the chip. ¿is is a particularly relevant e�ect given the
similarities of the length scales involved. ¿e di�erence between etched and non-etched regions
are on the order of the thickness of the substrate, 200 nm in our case while the wavelength
of the light used for cooling and imaging the atoms is 780 nm. ¿us the etched surface was
planarised using the polymer SU8, commonly used as a photo-resist. A er deposition the chip
was baked at 170 ○C for 24 h, to increase the hardness of the material and to limit its out-gassing
in ultra-high vacuum. ¿e total thickness of deposited SU8 was 1 µm with a �atness of better
than 9 nm, as measured by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). All process steps including target
and obtained parameter values are given in Table 4.2. ¿e di�erent stages of the etching process
are also schematically depicted in Figure 4.6, while microscopy images of the surface during
di�erent stages are shown in Figure 4.7.

4.2 .2 REFLECTIVE AND PROTECTIVE LAYERS

For both the creation of a MOT as well as re�ective absorption imaging it is important for the
chip to have a high re�ectivity at a wavelength of 780 nm (see chapter 3). For this purpose a
90 nm thick gold �lm gives the surface the necessary re�ective properties.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic drawing of the di�erent stages of the etching process, starting from a wafer with
FePt layer and ending with the etched and planarised FePt, covered by a re�ective gold, and a
protective quartz layer.

In a previous version of the chip, the adsorption of rubidium atoms onto the gold surface
was found to create an electric �eld contribution, the in�uence of which could be observed as
frequency shi s in EIT spectra. ¿is is discussed in chapter 7 as well as in [32]. As it is envisioned
that the chip will support the formation of mesoscopic ensemble qubits based on Rydberg
atoms, surface charges should be avoided due to the sensitivity of Rydberg atoms to stray �elds
caused by their large dipole moments. We deposit a very thin layer of quartz (SiO2) onto the
gold surface for this purpose [96]. As the quartz is transparent it does not a�ect the optical
properties of the gold layer. At the same time rubidium atoms adsorb less strongly to quartz
and are also more easily removed via laser-induced desorption with blue or ultraviolet light
[97]. Finally the chip was magnetised in an external magnetic �eld of 5 T in the out-of-plane
direction using a cryostat and magnet courtesy of Dr. A. de Visser.

4.3 ATOM CHIP MOUNT

¿e chip described above needs a mounting structure to place it in our vacuum chamber.
In addition to excellent mechanical stability and good heat conductivity it needs to provide
space for the rubidium source (see section 3.2), accurate mounting of the objective lens (cf.
chapter 5) and local magnetic �eld control based on a silver foil on which wires are de�ned (see
subsection 3.2.2 and Figure 4.8), as well as electrical connections for all the above elements.
Consequently, designing the atom chipmount is a process of optimising and balancing electrical
properties, thermal behaviour, mechanical stability, magnetic properties, UHV compatibility
and optical accessibility.
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Figure 4.7:Optical microscopy images of the square and hexagonal lattices at di�erent process stages as
labelled. DRIE and RIE correspond to the �rst and second plasma etching steps in Figure 4.6
respectively. ¿e small lines in the bottom-right corner of each image indicate a distance of
10 µm.

4.3 . 1 ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS AND HEAT MANAGEMENT

A er cooling the atoms in a MOT, they will be loaded into a z-wire trap (see section 3.6 for
loading sequence) based on silver wires positioned underneath the FePt magnetic chip. ¿e
wires, shown in Figure 4.8, in combination with an external bias �eld, allow a trapping potential
to be created above the chip as discussed in 4.1.1. ¿e design features two opposing h-shaped
wires, which can be used as z- as well as u-wires simultaneously. ¿e u-sections in the h-wires
are complemented by separate u-wires formore �exibility in positioning the trap. ¿e outermost
vertical wires were originally to be used for radio-frequency addressing of the atoms during
evaporative cooling. However, because most of the power would be lost to a strong capacitive
coupling between the silver foil and the copper base [98], it was later decided to provide the
RF-dressing potential by external coils.
Electrical connections to the silver wires are provided by 14 kapton insulated copper wires

leading to a 20 pin/10A vacuum feed-through. Current capacity tests indicate that themaximum
current loading of the silver trapping wires is > 100A, and is actually limited to 20A by the
maximum loading of the vacuum feed-through using two pins in parallel. IR imaging of
the wires reveals an ≈ 10 K temperature rise at 20A. ¿e heat is mainly concentrated in the
connections to the electrical feed-through, where temperatures rise to ≈ 60 ○C.
¿e chip surface and imaging lens can also be used as electrodes to create an electric �eld

for manipulating Rydberg atoms. ¿e chip surface is grounded via titanium clips which are in
electrical contact with the mount and vacuum chamber. For this purpose an area of 2 × 2mm2

was le free of the quartz coating in each corner of the chip (see Figure 4.8, so as to provide a
direct contact with the gold surface. ¿ese areas are su�ciently far away from the trapping area
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Figure 4.8: Silver Foil: schematic drawing on the le , showing the wires de�ned on the silver foil in
di�erent colours. Overlayed is the outline of the magnetic structures in red. On the right side
a photograph of the silver foil as it is �xed on the chip mount, including electrical connections.

that rubidium atoms adsorbed there will not be able to adversely a�ect the trapped atoms. ¿e
imaging lens is Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated (with Anti-Re�ection coating above the ITO)
and electrically contacted. ¿is will allow us to apply electric �elds between the chip surface
and the lens as necessary.

4.3 .2 MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

¿e atom chip is mounted directly on the silver trapping wires with four Titanium springs,
making it possible to easily replace it without destroying the underlying structures. Using
square trapping wires cut out of silver foil allows for a high current to run as close as possible
to the magnetic structure, for the creation of a very localised, high-�eld magnetic trap. A
250 µm thick piece of tempered, �attened silver foil (Goodfellow), annealed in Ar with 5%
H2 at 650 ○C and re-�attened at a pressure of 10 kN cm−2 is spark eroded (AGIE EMT 1.1 LF
equipment) with a wire of 50 µm diameter (sample courtesy of Microcut) into the trapping
wire pattern shown in Figure 4.8. ¿e pattern is cut out in a framework, holding the wires
together before glueing onto the Cu base. A er rinsing with ethanol, the trapping wires are Ar
plasma etched in an AJA sputtering device and coated on the glueing side with ≈ 40 nm Cr as
adhesion promoter. Low out-gassing, high thermally conducting, electrically insulating epoxy
(Epotek H77S) is used to �ll the gaps between the trapping wires and secure the foil to the Cu
base. ¿e mixed H77S is de-bubbled for 1 h at 40 ○C and ≈ 0.05 g in a centrifuge before it is
applied to the Cr coated side of the trapping wires. A er waiting until the gaps are �lled, the
trapping wire foil is carefully placed on the sandblasted and levelled Cu base. By capillary force,
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Figure 4.9:Design drawing of the atom chip mount. ¿e chip itself is shown in silver opposite the
imaging lens, with the copper mounting structure towards the upper side of the image. ¿e
dispenser is to the right, next to the chip. Also visible are the electrical connections to the chip
(multi-colored wires), to the lens (thin red wire) and to the dispenser (yellow). MOT-beams
(light red) have been added in this �gure.

the trapping foil is forced onto the Cu base, leaving only a mono-layer of glue �ller grains in
between the silver and the copper. ¿e 20 µm boron nitride �ller grains of the H77S act both
as an electrical insulator and a separator, keeping the trapping wires from the Cu base with
minimal thermal resistance. ¿e glue is hardened for 1 h at 150 ○C. Excess glue on top of the
foil is ground away, and we check for electric shorts between the silver foil and copper base.
¿e silver �aps extending from the trapping wires are connected to the vacuum feed-through
with 1.5mm diameter OFHC kapton insulated copper wires. To protect the silver joints, the
silver �aps are pre-bent to prevent damage by thermal expansion and the tips of the clamping
screws are slightly rounded to minimise torsion. To allow 20A through the z-shaped wires, 2
pins of the feed-through were connected in parallel.
¿e Ti socket for the Rb dispenser is screwed on the Cu base keeping the dispenser just

below the sight-line of the atom chip. A Cu-support tube, screwed on the same reducing �ange
that is carrying the cuvette, is glued (Epotek E4110LV) to the Cu base, providing a good thermal
connection to the vacuum parts with a high mechanical stability. See Figures 3.4 and 4.9 for an
overview of the mounting structure.

4.3 .3 OPTICAL ACCESS

¿e chip mount and vacuum chamber were designed to allow for as much optical access
as possible. Four 780 nm laser beams are used for optical cooling (of which two counter-
propagating beams are re�ected by the chip at a 45 degree angle) and one 780 nm beam is
used for imaging. For a good optical resolution in the imaging and addressing of single
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atoms, an aspheric lens with high numerical aperture of NA = 0.4 (Edmumd Optics NT47-727,
f = 18.75mm, d = 15.0mm) is mounted directly above the chip, inside the vacuum. For the
chosen optics, we expect an optical resolution of 1.2 µm, well below the trap lattice spacing
of 10 µm, and a detection limit of approximately a single atom per site per shot, as further
discussed in chapter 5. Measurements conducted so far give an upper bound of 2 µm to the
resolution.
¿e Ti-lens holder is connected to the lens support by two quartz rods, to allow for optical

access and to electrically insulate the lens from the magnetic chip. ¿e lens holder is fastened
to the quartz rods by two clamps, only using their mechanical �exibility. ¿is was done to
minimise stress on the quartz rods and to prevent them from breaking. ¿e springs, clamps, lens
holder, and lens support are all made of titanium to minimise in�uences on the magnetic �eld.
¿e ITO coating of the lens, acting as electrode for the electric �eld, is electrically connected to
the lens holder by a tiny droplet of conducting Epotek E4110LV glue.
Focusing the lens on the atoms was done by un-tightening the screws holding the clamps,

and gently tapping on the lens holder. A laser beam passing through the lens was re�ected
by the chip and the out-coming light was compared to a reference beam travelling an equal
distance (to correct for the natural divergence of the beam). ¿e reference and chip beam were
projected onto a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) and the 1/e2 size was compared. When the
reference and chip beam are of equal size and divergence, the lens is focused on the chip. We
started with the lens too close to the chip, giving a strongly divergent beam. By tapping from
this side towards equally sized beams we avoided a crossing of the beam in between the camera
and the chip. ¿e atoms are trapped at 10 µm from the chip surface and the depth of focus for
the chosen optics is 15 µm. Beam divergence indicated that we managed to get the focal point
of the lens at most 15 µm from the surface of the chip. With a tapping precision of about 20 µm,
this was accepted as su�cient.
A er focusing, the clamps were tightened and the cuvette was carefully added. To ensure

that the lens stays in focus during the application of the cuvette and the bake-out procedure,
several thermal cycling tests were performed. No shi of the lens position could be observed
during these tests, making further tightening or gluing of the lens unnecessary.


